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I sometimes get visions and this time I saw what I believe to be a Ginn while coming out of sleep. I saw a
dark cloud over my wife while she slept and knew it was a male Ginn.
An Encounter With a Jinn (Genie) In Egypt | SharedWisdom
Aiwass /aye-wazz/ [p] is the name given to a voice that English occultist Aleister Crowley claimed to have
heard on April 8, 9, and 10 in 1904. Crowley claimed that this voice, which he considered originated with a
non-corporeal intelligence, dictated The Book of the Law (or Liber Legis) to him.
Aiwass - Wikipedia
In folklore, a ghost (sometimes known as an apparition, haunt, phantom, poltergeist, shade, specter or
spectre, spirit, spook, and wraith) is the soul or spirit of a dead person or animal that can appear to the living.
In ghostlore, descriptions of ghosts vary widely from an invisible presence to translucent or barely visible
wispy shapes, to realistic, lifelike visions.
Ghost - Wikipedia
The Shelf of Movie Languishment is a variation where a finished work gets stuck in release limbo.. Compare
to Extremely Lengthy Creation, where a work did take a long time to come to fruition, but with no problems
involved.. For those examples which finally became real, after years, or decades in some cases, look at
Saved from Development Hell.. The Other Wiki has an entry about Development ...
Development Hell - TV Tropes
The primary purpose of the College of Inner Awareness, Metaphysical Studies and Spiritual Studies is to train
and educate prospective leaders for metaphysical ministries and schools through Distant-Learning or
On-campus Training.
College of Inner Awareness, Metaphysical Studies and
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